
NOTE ON RELATIVE HOMOLOGICAL DIMENSION

G. HOCHSCHILD*

Let R be a ring with identity element 1, and let S be a subring of R con-

taining 1. We consider /^-modules on which 1 acts as the identity map, and

we shall simultaneously regard such j?-modules as S-modules in the natural

way. In [4], we have defined the relative analogues ExtΓ/?,<?) of the functors

Ext^ of Cartan-Eilenberg [1], and we have briefly treated the corresponding

relative analogues of module dimension and global ring dimension. If M is an

i?-module the relative projective dimension of M is denoted dn,s(M). It is the

smallest non-negative integer « (or ω) for which there is an 7?-module N such

that Ext?*.^ (Λf, ΛO%(0). The relative global dimension d<R, S) of the pair

(/?, S) is defined as sup.u (dβ,s(M)). We use the similar notations dR{M) and

d(R) for the absolute projective 7?-module dimension of M and the global

dimension of R, respectively.

Our purpose here is to establish some elementary relations between the

relative dimensions and the absolute dimensions, and to point out how the rela-

tive dimensions can be used to obtain information on absolute dimensions. In

particular, we are thereby led to a simple derivation of the known results on

the dimension of polynomial rings. In this connection, I have had a number

of clarifying discussions with Maurice Auslander, and I wish to thank him here

for his valuable comments.

§1. Following Cartan-Eilenberg, we shall say that R is right S-ίiat if

Tor" {R, C) = (0), for every S-module C and all n > 0, or, equivalently, if, for

every monomorphism U-* V of S-modules, the induced homomorphism R®SU

•-> R®sV is a monomorphism. In particular, R is right S-flat whenever it is

S-projective as a right S-module.

THEOREM 1. Suppose that R is right S-flat. Then, for every R-module M,
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//, furthermore, R is S-projective as a left S-module, then

ds(M) £

Proof. Since R is right S-fiat, it is clear that, for every S-projective reso-

lution . . . -> Xι -* Xo -> M-* (0) of My the sequence . . . -*R$sXι-+ RΘsXo

-+ R®sM-* (0) is an i?-projective resolution of R®SM. Hence dn(RΘsM)

In proving the inequalities involving dR,s(M), we may evidently assume

that dRfS(M) is finite, and we shall proceed by induction on dR>s(M). Suppose

first that dR>s(M) =0. This means that M is (R, S)-projective, and hence a

direct i?-module summand of R&sM (see §§1, 2 of [4]). Hence dR(M)

Now assume that djϊ,s(M) > 0, and consider the standard (R, S)-exact

sequence

Since R(g)sM is (i?, S)-projective, we have dn,$(K) = dnts(M) -1. Also, for

every n > 0 and every i?-module C, we have the exact sequence

ExtΓ1 (RΘsM, C) -> ExtΓ1 (K, C) -> ExtS(M, C) -> ExtS(Λ®sM, C).

We take n = dn,s(M) + t/(S) + 1, or w = dn,s{M) + ώ(M) +1, according to

whether we deal with the first part of Theorem 1, or with the second part.

Since dR(R(g)sM) ^ ds(M) <n-ly the groups at the ends of our sequence are

(0). Hence

ExtΓ1 (K, C) ^ ExtS (M, C).

Now we prove the first part of Theorem 1: here we take n- dκ,s(M)

+ J(S) + 1, and the inductive hypothesis gives dΓXK) ί= dB,s(M) -1 + d(S)

= n-2. Hence we conclude that ExtS (Λί, C) = (0), whence dR(M) <ny i.e.,

dR(M) ^dR,s(M) + d(S).

Now we assume that R is S-projective as a left S-module and prove the

second part of Theorem 1: note first that our assumption implies that every

/?-protective resolution is also an S-projective resolution, whence ds(M) t= dR(M).

Also, dARt&sM) ^dR(RΘsM) ύds{M). Since iΓ is a direct S-module

summand of R'S)sMy it follows that ds(K)^=ds(M). Hence our inductive

hypothesis gives dR{K) ^ dR,s(M) - 1 + dΛM) - n - 2. As above, we conclude

that Ext"(Λ/f C) = <0>. whence dκ(M)<n, i.e., dΓ<(M) έ dR,s(M) + ds(M).
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This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

Note. For the first part of Theorem 1, it is useful to observe that it holds

more generally also in the case where, instead of SCR, we have a given

unitary homomorphism φ : S •+ R, and /^-modules are regarded as S-modules

via φ; the same proof gives dn(M) ύ. dπ,?(S)(M) + d(S), if R is right S-flat.

§ 2. We shall use a generalization of a complex defined by Koszul in order

to prove the following result on the relative dimension of a polynomial ring.

THEOREM 2. Let S be an arbitrary ring with identity element and let

R^Sίxu . . . , xn~] be the polynomial ring in n variables Xi over S. Then

d(R, S) =n. Moreover, if M is any non-zero R-module that is annihilated by

the Xi's, then dπ,s(M) =n.

Proof. Let E^-Z be the ring of the rational integers, and let Ex be the

free Z-module Zyi -f . . . + Zyn of rank n over Z, with generators yι. Generally,

let Ek (k = 0, 1, . . . ) denote the homogeneous component of degree k of the

exterior Z-algebra built over Eι. Let M be any /^-module. We let Eι operate

on R ® sM such that, for r £ i ? and m G M, yt• (r ® m) = xt r ® m - r ® Xi m.

It is immediately verified that any two ^-operations on R®sM commute.

Now set XQ = R(g>sM, and let do be the canonical epimorphism R& «M-» M.

Generally, set Xk = R(S)sM(8)zEk, and define the #-homomorphism dk '• Xk-> Xk-ι

such that, for w e fi and vE: R(g)sM,

Since the fi-operators on R®SM commute, it follows as usual that dk-i ° A = 0,

so that we have an /^-complex (X, d) over M. Clearly, each Xk is (/?, S)-

projective for its natural structure as an i?-module, and Xk = (0) for ^ > n.

Next, we shall exhibit an S-homotopy h of the complex (Xf d), whence we

shall conclude that (X, d) is an (/?, S)-projective resolution of M. We define

h-ι : M-+R£sM=Xo by: ft-i(w) = 1 ® w. Then ;Ϊ_I is clearly an S-homo-

morphism, and do ° h-i is the identity map on M. Now we define an S-homo-

morphism h0 : Xo -* Xi such that Λo( 1 ® /n) = 0 and, for ^ > 0 and ιΊ ̂  . . . ^ i,,

λ o ί ^ . . . X:q ® W) = Σ ^ , . . . Xip ® Λf/ll+2 . . . #/„ W ® ̂ /2,,ι.

Generally, for /? > 0, we define an S-homomorphism ftfe : Xk ^ Xk*\ such
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that, with I ^ ji < . . . < jk ^- n,

jχ yjk) = 0, and

Σ

Thus, for instance,

One can verify by induction on q that A + i ° f o + f e - i ° i sends each

#/, . . Xig®m&>yjί . . . yjk and each 1® m^yj, . . . yy/c onto itself. In doing this,

it is convenient to treat separately the case where iq = jk and the case where

iq> jk The verification is tedious but presents no essential difficulties; we

shall omit it. Once this verification has been made, one concludes that h ° d

-f d ° h is the identity map on X, so that h is an S-homotopy.

Since Xk= (0) for k > n, it follows that d(R, S) ^ n. Now let M be a

non-zero /̂ -module that is annihilated by the #, 's. Then we shall see that

Ext</?,*>(M, M)xHoms(M, M)^(O). " Indeed, ExtΓ^ s, (M, M) is the w-th

cohomology group of the complex whose component of degree k is Homβ (Xk, M).

Consider the coboundary map' 5* : HomB(X*, M)-> Horn* (XΛM, M) of our

complex. If / G Homji (Z^, M) we have δk(f) =f ° dk+ι. Since ΛΓ/ Λί=(O),

for each z, it is seen at once from the definition of dk+i that dk*ι(Xk+i)

C^ΣiXi Xk. Using again that the ΛΓ/'S annihilate M, and that / G Homiί (Xk, M)9

we see that / ° rfΛ+1 = 0. Thus dk - 0, whence Extfi?,^ (M, M) ^ Horn* (Xn, M).

Since £« is of rank 1 over Z, we have Xι^i?®.sM, so that Ή.omR(Xn, M)

~ Horn/? (R(8)sM, M) ^ Hom.s (M, M). Hence we conclude, using that d(R, S)

^ w, that dn,s(M) = 72 and d(i?, S) = w. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.

It is worth while to observe that if S is semisimple the notions of (R, S)

projective resolution and i?-projective resolution coincide, so that dRtS(M)

= dn(M) and d(R, S)=d(R). Hence, in that case, Theorem 2 immediately

gives the results that d(R) = nf and dR(M) - n for every non-zero i?-module

that is annihilated by the ΛΓ, 'S.

If we combine Theorem 2 with a rather simple argument we obtain the

following complete results, which were first proved by Eilenberg, Rosenberg

and Zelinsky, in [2],

Let S be an arbitrary ring with identity element, and let R be the polynomial

ring Sίxu . . , Xnl. Then, for every R-module M, ds(M) £ dR{M) ^n-\- ds(M).
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Moreover, if M is annihilated by the XiJs and is not (0), then dn(M) — ?ι + ds(M).

Hence ive have d(R) ~?2

Proof. Clearly, the second part of Theorem 1 applies, so that dΛM)

^γfc(M) ^c?j?,.s(M) + A.(M). The first of the results stated above follows

immediately from this and Theorem 2.

We shall prove the second result by induction on n. Clearly, it is therefore

sufficient to show that, with R=Sίxl and x M = (0), M * (0), we have dn{M)

Let . . . -> Xι -> XQ -> Af-> (0) be an S-projective resolution of M. Then

the sequence

Xi-» R®sXo-> R®SM-* (0)

is an i*?-protective resolution of R&sM. Let C denote the endomorphism of this

complex that is obtained by operating on it with the element x. Let C be

another 7?-module such that x C= (0), and consider the complex with components

Horn;; (R®sXk, C). It is clear, because x C = (0), that the endomorphism of

this complex that is induced by C, namely the map /-->/° C, is 0. Hence the

endomorphism C* of Extl! (R &)«?M, C) that corresponds to C-i : R(8:*M

-» R®sM is 0. On the other hand, the sequence

(0) -> Λίg^M^ΛΘsM-* A/-> (0)

is exact, because Λ: ikΓ= (0), and it yields the exact sequence

ExtS (R®sM, C) - Extϊ (R®*M, C) -> ExtΓ1 (Λf, C) -> Extί+1 ί i ? S Λ C).

Since R®sιX is an i?-projective resolution of R®sM and Homiί (/? :χ)«Z, C)

^Hom^(T, C), we have Ext% (R® sM, C) ^ Extf (M, C). Using this, and the

fact that Cκ = 0, we obtain the following exact sequence from the above

(0) -» Ext, (A/, C) -> ExtΓ1 ( Λf, C) -> ExtΓ1 (A/, C).

Since d*(M) ^ dκ(M), we may assume that ds(AI) is finite. Take ^ = A(A/).

Then the last sequence gives Ext? (A/, C) - ExtΓ1 (il/, C), which shows that

dn(M) ^ l-f-w= l-f-(is(Af). Thus we may now conclude by induction that, in

the general case, dR{M) = n + chiM). Since every S-module may be regarded

as an /̂ -module annihilated by the #;'s, our results imply that diR) =w + ί/(S).

Our proof is now complete.

§ 3. As a final illustration, we shall prove a result on the dimensions for

matrix rings, the second part of which is due to M. Harada, [3].
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THEOREM 3. Let Sn be the ring of all n by n matrices over S. Then d(Sn, S)

= 0, and hence daJM) = d«(M), for every Sn-modιιle M.

Proof. Consider the canonical epimorphism Sn ΘsM^ M. Using the usual
n

matrix units eij, we define a map ψ : M-* Sn®sM by setting vr(m) = Σ^/i

(g) en m, for every m e M It is easy to verify directly that f is an S«-homo-

morphism, and that π ° φ is the identity map on M. Hence M is isomorphic

with a direct SΛ-module summand of Sn<8>sMt whence M is (Srt, S)-projective.

Since Λf is an arbitrary SΛ-module, this means that d(Sn, S)=0. Now the

second part of Theorem 1 applies to the present situation and shows that

dsn(M) = ds(M), for every S*-module M.
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Added in proof. The arguments of § 2 yield also the following result.

THEOREM 4. Let R be the ring of polynomials in an arbitrary set U of

freely non-commuting variables, with coefficients in a ring S with 1, the elements

of S commuting with those of U. Then d(R, S) = 1, and ds(M) *= dR(M) *= 1

+ flWΛf), for every unitary R-module M. If M is not (0) and is annihilated

by some w e U then dR{M) = 14- ds(M').

Proof. Let Xo, X\, do, dL be defined as in the proof of Theorem 2; in

defining du operate on R by multiplying from the right. Consider the resulting

sequence (0) --> Xι -* XQ -> M-+ (0). Using h-ι and ho, as defined in the proof

of Theorem 2, we verify that this is an (R, S)-ρrojective resolution of M.

Hence d(R, S) ύl. If we take Λf#(0) and such that £/ Λf=(0) we see

directly that the sequence cannot split as an R module sequence. Hence d(R, S)

= 1. The inequalities for the dimensions of M now follow from Theorem 1.

Now suppose that M satisfies the conditions of the last assertion. Since

R is free over Stul, every Zv?-projective resolution of M is also SM-protective,

so that </Λ(Af)^AM(M). w e know from. §2 that ds[u}(M) = 1-f A(Λf), and

the last assertion of Theorem 4 follows on putting our results together,
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